RED LINE 80W MOTORCYCLE GEAR OIL WITH SHOCKPROOF®

- Popular for 65cc, 85cc, 125cc and 250cc two-stroke motocross transmissions, as well as shifter kart gearboxes and CRF transmission cases
- ShockProof® features microscopic solid medium to provide cushioning between gear teeth, while maintaining lower drag
- Provides consistent shifting and wet-clutch operation

RECOMMENDED FOR:
5CC, 85CC, 125CC AND 250CC 2-STROKE
MOTOCROSS TRANSMISSIONS
SHIFTER KART GEARBOXES CRF
TRANSMISSION CASES

PACKAGE SIZES:
42704 - Motorcycle 80W Gear Oil w/ShockProof - quart

ABOUT RED LINE MOTORCYCLES, ATVS AND POWERSPORTS
- Motor oils and gear oils are specifically engineered for the latest high-revving four-stroke motocross bikes, ATVs, Sportbikes and V-Twins
- Each gear oil product reduces the thinning effect from high temperatures
- Motor oils are packed with higher levels of anti-wear chemistry like zinc and phosphorus
- Special friction modifiers in our motor oils better wet-clutch operation
- A variety of Two-Stroke oils to meet the NMMA TC-W3 regulations where required

For health safety information, please refer to the Safety Data Sheet at REDLINEOIL.COM
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